
Mass spectrometry

What is the method?

Detection and analysis of molecules in gas phase
 based on mass

Equipment

Somewhat expensive;
need ionization method; analyzer; detector

What can it do for me?

Limited sample requirement
Identification of proteins from a complex mixture
Characterization of post-translational modifications
(native and recombinant proteins)
Conformational properties
Solvent accessbility (H/D exchange)
Chemical modification



Basic Instrument setup

Sample

Ionization

Analyzer

Detector

Output

another series
can be added



Ionization methods

Electrospray ionization (ESI)

Ionization at atmospheric pressure then
transfer to low pressure (vacuum) environment
Strong electric field applied to liquid passing
through a narrow tube (low flow rate, < 10
uL/min)
Gap between capillary and counter electrode
Charge accumulation on liquid surface at the
end of the capillary - highly charged droplets
Gas used to disperse droplets
Voltage depends on solvent (water needs
higher onset voltage than organic solvents)
Charged molecules desorb from surface of
drops - may affect ability to observe different
species in a mixture
Usually 1 charge/1000 Da, depending on basic
amino acid composition
Concentration sensitive







Matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)

Sample to be analyzed is mixed with solvent
containing small organic molecules.

Solution is spotted onto a metal plate and dried

In principle, there are no analyte-analyte interactions
within the matrix

Short laser pulses cause sublimation into the gas
phase (energy is absorbed by the organic matrix)

Process of forming analyte ions is unclear

Ionization energy is sample independent (matrix
dependent)

Good for analyzing intact proteins (not a
fragmentation method)

TOF  detection most common



MALDI (cont'd)

Matrix must be matched to laser absorption spectrum
Matrices may reflect sample type

Spectrum relatively easy to interpret



Analyzers

Quadrupole

Four perfectly parallel rods (2 positive/2 negative)
Positive ions will be drawn towards negative rod

If the potential changes before the ion discharges
on the rod, it changes direction

Movement is along z-axis but the positive and
negative potentials result in oscillation in the x-
and y-axis

Too much deviation results in collision

Time of Flight (TOF)

Commonly used with MALDI (soft ionization).
Constant energy applied to sample - small
molecules move faster than large molecules

Poor mass resolution



Detectors

Electron multiplier - amplifies the signal of an
analyte ion colliding with a conversion dynode
Collision releases secondary particles; cascade
created by collisions of secondary particles.
Multiplying factor used to calculate signal
Lifetime limited by eventual surface
contamination

Array detectors - plate containing many small
channels collisions occur within the channel;
signal is amplified by the end of the channel

Photon multipliers - phosphorescent screen
and a PMT. Analyte ions cause release of
secondary ions that accelerate towards
phosphorescent screen and are converted into
photons, which are detected by the PMT.
Phosphorescent screen must remain neutral to
allow ions to continue to reach it.
(Longer lifetime)



Array detector

Photon multipliers

Electron multiplier





Data analysis and isotopic abundance 

observed peaks influenced by natural isotopic abundance

distinguish between molecules of unknown
composition but identical nominal mass

i.e. C10H20 and C8H12O2      140 u with a peak at 141
proportional to C content





Protein Modifications







Fragmentation





Equipment allows for tandem experiments

LC-MS - allows separation of sample
components before ESI (low flow rates can be
used (nL/min)

MS- MS samples can be separated based on
mass then fragmented to identify sequence

LC-MS-MS, etc.

Provides a powerful way to analyze complex
mixtures and carry out identification of
components





Disulfide bond mapping with > 2 cysteines

In practice, it can be more complicated
differential reduction/chemical modification
Followed by cleavage/peptide sequencing



Identification of minimal ligand in protein-protein complexes

This method makes assumptions about the proteolysis step









Shifting a sample into D2O (2H) will result in
exchange of amide protons
These protons will exchange at rates that
correspond to their solvent accessibility
The average mass of the protein will
gradually increase (population average
because of different numbers of 2H)
Ligand binding effects on amide exchange
can be combined with mass spec analysis
to gain structural and thermodynamic
information












